Supposex ands lie in the interiors of a cone K and its dual K * respectively. We seek dual ellipsoidal norms such that the product of the radii of the largest inscribed balls centered atx ands and incribed in K and K * respectively is maximized. Here the balls are defined using the two dual norms. We provide a solution when the cones are symmetric, that is self-dual and homogeneous. This provides a geometric justification for the Nesterov-Todd primal-dual scaling in symmetric cone programming.
Introduction
Let K be a solid, pointed, closed, convex cone in the finite-dimensional real vector space E. That is, K has a nonempty interior and contains no line. We call such a cone regular. Let E * be the dual space, with scalar product ·, · : E * × E → I R, and let K * be the dual cone, K * := {s ∈ E * : s, x ≥ 0 for all x ∈ K}.
(The reader may think of E and E * as I R n and the scalar product as the usual dot inner product without loss, but the more abstract viewpoint is convenient when considering other settings such as the space of symmetric matrices, and has the virtue of clearly distinguishing the primal and dual spaces.) Suppose we are given pointsx ∈ int K ands ∈ int K * . We seek large ellipsoids centered atx ands and inscribed in K and K * respectively.
Our motivation comes from convex optimization. Consider the problem min s0, x , subject to x ∈ L + {x0}, x ∈ K, (1.1) where L is a linear subspace of E. This is a linear programming problem if K is the nonnegative orthant, a second-order cone programming problem if K is a second-order or Lorentz cone, or the product of such cones, and a semidefinite programming problem if K is the cone of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. See, e.g., Vandenberghe and Boyd [17] , Lewis and Overton [8] , Lobo et al. [9] , Ben Tal and Nemirovski [2] , Alizadeh and Goldfarb [1] , and [16] .
The corresponding dual problem is min s, x0 , subject to s ∈ L * + {s0}, s ∈ K * , (1.2) with L * ⊆ E * the orthogonal complement of L. If x and s are feasible solutions to these problems, then by orthogonality of L and L * and the definition of K * we have the weak duality inequality s0, x + s, x0 = s0, x0 + s, x ≥ s0, x0 , so that optimality of both x and s follows if equality holds. Ifx ands are feasible in these problems, we would like to obtain improved feasible solutions. Since the optimization of a linear function over the intersection of an affine subspace and an ellipsoid is straightforward, we can consider the restrictions min s0, x , subject to where C and C * are ellipsoids centered atx ands that inscribe K and K * respectively. Many interior-point methods are based on moving towards the solutions of such restrictions, where often the objective functions are replaced by penalized functions including also some multiple of a barrier function for the cone K or K * . If we consider these two problems separately, then we seek (unrelated) "large" ellipsoids C and C * satisfying these conditions. A natural sense for largeness is to maximize the volumes of the ellipsoids, since this measure is invariant (up to a multiplicative constant) under linear transformations. The resulting optimal ellipsoids are then easy to obtain for many standard cones, for instance
for the nonnegative orthant, whereX := Diag(x), or
for the positive semidefinite cone, where S I R n×n denotes the space of symmetric square matrices of order n, x −1/2 denotes the positive definite square root of the positive definite matrixx −1 , and subscript "F" denotes the Frobenius norm. In general, if we have a self-concordant barrier F (see Section 2) for K, then
will be a suitable ellipsoid; it is optimal for many standard cones if the standard barrier is used, but note that if we choose, say,
as the barrier for the nonnegative orthant in I R 2 , we obtain a suboptimal ellipsoid. However, if we wish to generate iterates in both primal and dual spaces (and computational experience indicates this is usually worthwhile), treating (1.3) and (1.4) separately requires the solution of two ellipsoidal subproblems. We would like to choose C and C * so that both subproblems can be solved for the price of one. This is possible if C and C * are balls defined by dual ellipsoidal norms.
Let H : E → E * be a self-adjoint ( Hv, w = Hw, v for all v, w ∈ E) and positive definite ( Hv, v > 0 for all nonzero v ∈ E) linear operator. Then H defines a norm in E by v H := Hv, v 1/2 and a dual norm in E * by u * H := u, H −1 u 1/2 . These are dual norms because it is easy to show that
Then, if L =: {x : Ax = 0}, with A a surjective linear operator from E to some finite-dimensional real vector space space D with dual D * , the solution to (1.3) is given by
and that to (1.4) by
where A * : D * → E * is the adjoint to A, defined by A * y, x := y, Ax . These can both be obtained cheaply once (a matrix representation of) AH −1 A * is formed and factored. Note that, if C and C * are defined in this way, then
where n is the dimension of E, H is the matrix representing H with respect to some dual bases of E and E * , and ψ is the volume of a certain ball in E, and similarly
where ψ * is likewise the volume of a certain ball in E * . Hence vol C · vol C * = (αxαs) n · (ψψ * ), so that it is equivalent to maximize the product of the volumes of C and C * and to maximize the product of their radii αx and αs. Also observe that if H is multiplied by a positive scalar τ , then αx is multiplied by τ and αs by its inverse, and the product stays the same: thus we can equivalently maximize the minimum of αx and αs.
In this paper we consider the problem of choosing H to maximize the product
αx(H)αs(H)
where αx(H) is the largest αx such that BH (x; αx) in (1.5) is contained in K, and similarly αs(H) is the largest αs such that B * H (s; αs) in (1.6) is contained in K * . The solution to this problem in the case of the nonnegative orthant was basically noted in Section 4 of [15] , and used as a motivation for the primal-dual scaling there. Here we obtain an optimal solution to the problem stated above when K is symmetric, that is, self-dual and homogeneous, and we also obtain a lower bound, tight in many standard cases, for the product in terms of another geometric quantity defined fromx ands in this case. This provides further motivation for the Nesterov-Todd scaling [11, 12] in a primal-dual interior-point algorithm for a symmetric cone programming problem. If K is a hyperbolicity cone, we suggest what may be a good choice for H.
A number of papers (see Renegar [13, 14] and Freund [4, 5] , e.g.) have considered the geometry of the feasible region or the optimal set in conic optimization problems, usually to obtain complexity bounds for algorithms depending on some geometric condition number of the problem. These works address a given problem, rather than the situation at each iteration. Moreover, the measures considered usually depend on the linear constraints and the objective function, whereas we are concerned only with the current primal and dual iterates and the cones.
In Section 2, we define the cones and barriers we will be working with and describe the properties of these cones that we need. Section 3 contains our main results, and in Section 4 we discuss the case of hyperbolicity cones and relate the product of αx(H) and αs(H) to the improvements in the objective functions when we take steps to the optimal solutions of (1.3) and (1.4).
Preliminaries
We call the cone K self-dual if there is a linear bijection J : E → E * with
we call it homogeneous if, for for every pair of points x and z in int K, there is a linear bijection G :
We call G an automorphism of K if it satisfies just the first of these conditions. Cones that are self-dual and homogeneous are called symmetric and have been studied in depth: see Faraut and Koranyi [3] .
A self-concordant barrier with parameter θ for a regular cone K (see Nesterov and Nemirovski [10] ) is a function F : int K → I R satisfying (i) F is C 3 and convex;
It can be shown that (i)-(iv) and (vi) imply (v).
The standard barriers
for the cone of symmetric positive semidefinite matrices of order n, can be shown to satisfy these conditions, with parameters θ equal to n, 2, and n respectively. If F is a θ-logarithmically homogeneous self-concordant barrier for K, then F * , defined by
is a similar barrier for K * . We define F and F , and similarly F * and F * , for x ∈ int K and s ∈ int K * , by for all v, w ∈ E and all t, u ∈ E * . The mapping −F takes int K into int K * , and −F * takes int K * into int K; these two mappings are inverses of one another. Also, F takes int K into the space of linear maps from E into E * , and F * takes int K * into the space of linear maps from E * into E, and
then we call F a self-scaled barrier (Nesterov and Todd [11] ). It follows that F * is then necessarily a self-scaled barrier for K * . The barriers above are all self-scaled. A cone that admits a self-scaled barrier is called self-scaled. It turns out from the work of Güler [6] that self-scaled cones are precisely symmetric cones. Moreover, the latter have been characterized: they are exactly cones that are isomorphic to direct sums of second-order cones, cones of symmetric positive semidefinite real matrices, cones of Hermitian positive semidefinite complex matrices, cones of Hermitian positive semidefinite quaternion matrices, and an exceptional 27-dimensional cone (see Faraut and Koranyi [3] ). While such cones are restrictive, they arise in a wide variety of optimization applications: see, e.g., Vandenberghe and Boyd [17] , Lewis and Overton [8] , Lobo et al. [9] , Ben Tal and Nemirovski [2] , Alizadeh and Goldfarb [1] , and [16] .
The key property we use here of self-scaled cones is the following: for every x ∈ int K and s ∈ int K * , there is a unique w ∈ int K such that F (w)(K) = K * and F (w)x = s;
(2.1) see Nesterov and Todd [11] , Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. Thus F (w) takes the cone K into K * and the point x into s, so that the geometry of K * around s is exactly that of K around x. The existence of such a linear bijection follows directly from K being symmetric: if J is a linear bijection from K onto K * , and G an automorphism of K taking x into J −1 s, then JG takes K into K * and x into s. However, self-scaled cones have a precise form for such a mapping, using their associated self-scaled barriers. We call w the scaling point for x and s. Algorithms whose search directions are obtained by solving restricted subproblems of the form (1.3) and (1.4), where C and C * are balls defined using H = F (w) with w the scaling point forx and s, are said to be using the Nesterov-Todd scaling. We now briefly discuss hyperbolicity cones. Let p be a polynomial function defined on E, homogeneous of degree m. We say that p is hyperbolic in direction d ∈ E if, for every x ∈ E, the polynomial of τ defined by p(x − τ d) has only real roots. Given such a polynomial, the hyperbolicity cone of p in the direction d is the closure of the connected component of the set {x ∈ E : p(x) = 0} containing d (see Güler [7] , e.g.). The nonnegative orthant, second-order cone, and semidefinite cone are all hyperbolicity cones; the corresponding polynomials are p(x) := Πjxj, p(ξ; x) := ξ 2 − x 2 2 , and p(x) = det x respectively. However, hyperbolicity cones are much more general: for example, all homogeneous cones are hyperbolicity cones, whether or not they are self-dual; see Güler [7] . It turns out that F (x) = − ln p(x) is always an m-logarithmically homogeneous self-concordant barrier function. Moreover, under the weak condition that p is not constant on any lines, Güler shows in Theorem 6.2 of [7] that, for every x ∈ int K, s ∈ int K * , there is a unique scaling point w ∈ int K satisfying
Thus the strong property (2.1) of self-scaled cones almost holds.
Results
We can now answer the question raised in the Introduction in the case that K is self-scaled, with self-scaled barrier F . We are givenx ∈ int K ands ∈ int K * , and we wish to find a self-adjoint positive definite H : E → E * to maximize αx(H)αs(H). We show that H = F (w) solves this problem, where w is the scaling point ofx ands, so that For any v ∈ int K, we write · v , Bv(x; αx), and αx(v) for · F (v) , B F (v) (x; αx), and αx(F (v)), and define · * v , B * v (s; αs), and αs(v) similarly. Then there is somez ∈ ∂K (the boundary of K) with z −x w = αx(w), so by the separation theorem, for some nonzeroū ∈ K * , ū,z = 0, and since Bw(x; αx(w) ⊆ K, 0 = ū,z = min{ ū, z : z ∈ Bw(x; αx(w))}.
( 3.2) Similarly, there is somet ∈ ∂K * with t −s * w = αs(w), and for some nonzerov ∈ K,
In fact, by applying F (w) to K,x, Bw(x; αx(w), andz, we see that we can takē
and that αx(w) = αs(w). Proof: These follow immediately from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Note that the optimizing z and t are special cases of (1.7) and (1.8), with A the null operator and the identity respectively.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that ū * w = 1, so that, withv = F (w) −1ū , v w = 1. Then Lemma 3.1 together with (3.2) and (3.3) give ū,x = αx(w) ū * w = αx(w), s,v = αs(w) v w = αs(w).
(3.5)
We observe that ū,x = F (w)v,x = F (w)x,v = s,v , so again we see that αx(w) = αs(w). Now let H : E → E * be an arbitrary self-adjoint positive definite operator. Since BH(x; αx(H)) ⊆ K, min{ ū, z : z ∈ BH (x; αx(H))} ≥ 0, so from Lemma 3.1,
Since all the quantities involved are positive, we can multiply these inequalities to obtain This result provides the desired further justification of the Nesterov-Todd scaling in interior-point methods.
We now relate αx(v) for any v ∈ int K to another geometric quantity. Recall that [11] defines
Then |z|x := max{σx(z), σx(−z)} behaves like a scaled ∞-norm in the same way that z x behaves like a scaled 2-norm.
and
.
Proof: Since αx(v) scales inversely and σx(v) directly with v, we can assume that v is scaled up if necessary so thatx − v / ∈ K. From Theorem 4.1 of [11] , with α = 1, p =x − v, x =x, we get
so that
Bv(x;
Combining this with (3.10) yields the first result, and the second follows similarly.
In fact, the bounds given in the proposition are tight for several standard cones. For the nonnegative orthant, σx(v) = max{vj /xj }, so 1/σx(v) = min{xj/vj }, and it is easy to see that a step of this length in the v-norm in the negative direction of the corresponding coordinate vector goes to the boundary of K. For the semidefinite cone, we find that σx(v) is the maximum eigenvalue ofx −1/2 vx −1/2 , or equivalently of v 1/2x−1 v 1/2 . So its reciprocal is the minimum eigenvalue of v −1/2x v −1/2 . Let q be a corresponding unit eigenvector. Then v −1/2x v −1/2 − (1/σx(v))qq T lies in the boundary of K, and hence so doesx − (1/σx(v))v 1/2T v 1/2 . It is easy to check that this displacement fromx has the appropriate length in the v-norm. Finally consider the second-order cone. The norms associated with its self-scaled barrier are somewhat hard to compute. Nevertheless, given anyx and v in int K, we can perform a transformation of the form F (w ) −1 F (w) to bring v to v := (1; 0) andx tox := (ξ; x). Moreover, using Theorem 3.2 of [11] , the norms transform in the appropriate way. We find the reciprocal of σx (v ) is ξ − x 2 . The norm associated with v is just √ 2 times the Euclidean norm, and so a step fromx to
shows the equality.
We can now establish our lower bound (tight in the cases above) for αx(w)αs(w): Proof: The previous result gives αx(w) ≥ 1/σx(w) and αs(w) ≥ 1/σs(−F (w)). We have already noted (due to the action of F (w)) that the two left-hand sides are equal, and Lemma 3.4 of [12] shows that the right-hand sides are also equal. Then the second part follows since σx(w) 2 = σx(−F * (s)) = σs(−F (x)), also by Lemma 3.4 of [12] . It would be nice to have a more direct geometric proof of these results.
Discussion
The question we have raised can be posed with respect to any regular cone, but we do not know how to solve it in general. Let us consider the case of a hyperbolicity cone. By (2.2), givenx ∈ int K ands ∈ int K * , we can find a unique w ∈ int K with F (w)x =s and F (w)(K) ⊆ K * .
It therefore seems natural to choose H = F (w) as in the case of self-scaled cones. Let us examine how the arguments of the previous section need to be modified. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) still hold, for the same reasons, but now it is no longer the case thatv = F (w) −1ū as in (3.4) . Indeed, F (w) −1ū may not lie in K, becauseū may lie in K * \ F (w)(K). Lemma 3.1 remains true. We can again scaleū so that ū * w = 1, but this no longer implies that v w = 1. Nevertheless, we can scalev separately so that this last relation holds. Then, using Lemma 3.1, we see that (3.5) still holds. However, since ū,x may not equal s,v , we cannot conclude that αx(w) and αs(w) are equal. Instead, since the images ofx, Bw(x; αx(w)), and K by F (w) ares, B * w (s; αx(w)), and F (w)(K) ⊆ K * , we can conclude that αs(w) ≥ αx(w).
Finally, we still have (3.6)-(3.8), but (3.9) may not hold sinceū andv are no longer related: indeed, we have ū,v ≤ ū * w v w = 1, and this inequality is in the reverse direction of what we need. If we can compute the largest inscribed ellipsoids corresponding to the dual w-norms, and obtain the corresponding vectorsū andv, we know that these norms are optimal to within at least the factor ū,v .
We conclude by relating the criterion we have been maximizing, αx(H)αs(H), to another natural criterion. Suppose we move fromx to the solution to (1.3) when C = BH (x; αx(H). Then the improvement in the objective function of (1.1) is easily seen to be It is at least plausible to choose H to maximize the product of these improvements, although the sum would perhaps be preferable. 
